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ABSTRACT. An eloctronic analogue mi^iplier using dead*band type nonlinearity 
has been described. The multiplier can be readily set up by using standard operational ampli­
fiers and a triangular wave generator. The static and dynamic accuracies of the multiplier 
are very high.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
In analogue computers the product of two machine variables X and Y is 
obtained using mainly two different types of eloctronic multipliers. These are 
either time-division or quarter-square multipliers. In the latter case mostly 
diode function generators are used for approximating the square-law characteris­
tics.
The static accmacy in a multiplier using diode square law function generator 
is limited by the total number of straight line segments approximating the square 
characteristics in any quadrant. In order to increase the accuracy the number 
of straight lino segments have to be increased, with a consequent increase in the 
number of diodes. The upper limit in static accuracy in such multipliers can 
be obtained only after careful adjustment of the circuit.
The static and d3mamic accuracies of a time-division multiplier are com­
parable to those of other linear computing elements used in an electronic analogue 
computer. The performance of such multipliers has been much improved by 
using the excellent switching properties of transistors (E. Kettel and W. Schneider, 
1961; W. R. Seegmiller, 1962). These features have made time-division multi­
plier very popular.
In the present paper, we shall describe a multiplier in which basically the 
principle erf Quarter-square multiplication is used. In the circuit described, the 
squaring of the input signals X and Y is obtained by feeding a symmetrical 
triangular wave of high repetition frequency along with the signals X and Y 
into a i^mmetrical dead-hand type nonlinearity. (Norsworthy, K. H., 1964; 
Mayer, R. A., Davis, H. B., 1966; Bengt, Jiewertz, 1968; Gomperts, R. J., Righton, 
D. W., Readshaw, D., 1957; and Philbrick Triangular Wave Multiplier). The 
multiplier has-the advantage of extreme simplicity in its circuit arrangement and
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it overcomes many of the major disadvantages associated with diode multipliers 
using quarter-square principle. The only additional equipment required, besides 
the other computing elements available in an analogue computer, is a symmetrical 
triangular wave generator of high repetition frequency.
O P B R A T I N Q  P R I N C I P L E S  OF M U L T I P L I E R
The transmission characteristics of a dead-hand type nonlinearity is shown 
in Fig. I.,
Fig. 1. Transmission characteristics of dead-hand typo nonlinearity.
=  0 —D  <  e<„ <  D
=  K(ei„—D) D <  e<„
=  K(ein-\rD) - D  >  e<„
where D  is the dead-hand width,
K  is the slope of the dead-hand.
I f the input is a symmetrical triangular wave of amplitude J5(< D) mixed 
with a d.c. singal X, and the outputs from the positive and negative halves o f the 
dead-hand element are added, then the average value of the output is given by
(1)
I f the dead-hand width is increased or decreased symmetrically by another 
d.c. signal Y , the average value of the output from the positive half o f the non» 
linearity will be given by
y , = = j [  b - 2 ( d ± y - x ) +  j (2)
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and that from the negative half by
J  ... (3)
and the average value of the added outpift is given by
K t
=  K (4)
X Y lHere is proportional to X  and K  is the product term. Thus by adding
a constant fraction ^1— K  of X  in proper phase with Fg, the product
X Y  KT  K  is obtained. The scale factor of the multiplier is ^  .
From the right hand sido of equations (2) and (3), it is obvious that the product 
X Yterm K  is obtained because F  ^ and F  ^ contains tenns proportional to
(±5^+^ )^  respectively. Evidently the output from the positive 
half or negative half of the dead-hand element can be used for the generation of 
a square-law function.
The Multiplier Circuit
Figure 2(a) show^ s the general circuit arrangement of the multiplier in schematic 
form. The transmission characteristics of the dead-hand elements and 
are shown in Fig. 2(6) and (c) respectively. The output from the dead-hand
C<0
ft) 00
Fig. 2. (a) Blook diagram of tba multiplier.
(h ) TransnUadott oharaoteriatios of Ni. (o) Tranomissim oharaoteriatios of Ng.
element Ni will be obtained only when input signal is more positive than D. 
Therefore if B  be the amplitude of the triangular wave, peak output will be equal 
{B±^Y+X -D )K .  Similarly, the output from the dead-band element 
will be obtained only when the input signal is more negative than D, The magni­
tude of the peak output from N2 will be (J5± F —- X— These two outputs 
along with a fraction — ( l —D/B) of X  is fed into a low-pass filter. The product 
tenn is obtained from the output of the filter.
Dead-hand Circuits
Figures 3(a) and (b) show the negative and positive halves of the conventional 
dead-hand circuit (Jackson). A is a high gain drift stabilised d.c. amplifier. 
Voltages +1^1 ®'^ id — are taken from stabilised sources and connected to the 
input terminals of resistances Ry^ and Rvn respectively. The input signals X , 
± F  and the triangular wave are connected to the resistances Ry^ and RTx 
of the negative half of the dead-hand circuit and the signals X , Jt: F and the 
triangular wave are connected to i?^2' ^Fo ^nd Rt .2, respectively o f the other half of 
dead-hand circuit.
Static Adjustment of the Multiplier
The equation (1) has been derived under assumption that the triangular 
wave is fed to an ideal dead-hand element. This, in other words, means that in 
the circuit of Figs. 3(a) and (b) if and are eaual in magnitude then
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Fig. 3. (a) Positive half of the doad-band circuit. 
(6) Negative half of the dead-hand circuit.
Resistances Rvi be equal to RVt
RXt 99 99 RX2
RYi 9 9 9 9 RYi
RTx 99 9 9 RTi
Rnci i9 99 99 Rnci
Roi 99 99 99 Rot
and the gain of the adding circuit where the outputs from 3(a) and (b) are added
should be identical. But in actual practice it is very difficult to adjust so many 
resistances accurately.
The average value of the output from^^n adder, when signals from the circuit 
3(a) and (b) are fed to its input points having gains and Ki, respectively, is 
given by i
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Rnci
RTi
B
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2 ^
Rvi
RTi \2
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P - X ± f -RXi R y .-, /  Rt -,
------- RVi
( V . - RVi j f  ^  2 YRXt
RVj
RVi r
( i t v J
... (.5)
Equation (5) can be written in the form,
Bo„i =  ao-^ac^X+ccyY+aj^yXY+«,X^-^XaY^ ... (6)
The coefficients a ,^ a^, ocy, at^r, « i  and « j  are related to the circuit parameters. 
I f wo adjust the circuit such that the co-efficients and are zero then average 
value of the output is given by
‘Xout — ot’O
where a„', a,/, <Xy' and are the coefficients when the circuit has been adjusted 
for the condition =  a* =  0. The terms a '^, and a^'Y  can be balanced 
out at the output by feeding a constant term and terms proportional to X  and Y 
in proper phase at the input o f the filter. From expression (5) we find that
[.BKi 1® Rnci TT [ RTa y  ^
b x , \[rvJ  ' RTi IrX» J IBVa j  Bt,
and
riJ F iV  _ \ B V t Y  K,
[$ f J  L i? ; ] S 5 v  “ U r J  U r J  *
(7 )
(8)
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can be made zero if
KofinriRTt _  KffRnc^RT^
and oci can be adjiisted to zero by satisfying the condition
KoJRnciRTx   K}fRnc2^TI
'Ey ?  R y ?
(9)
( 10 )
The coefficients cc^  and ag can be adjusted to zero independently of one another 
by controlling any two different resistances in the circuit. This method 
of adjustment has been found to be very convenient in actual practice.
E X P E R I M E N T A L  M E T H O D  OF A D J U S T M E N T  OF  
S T A T I C  A N D  L I N E A R I T Y  C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S  
OF T H E  M U L T I P L I E R
The simplified circuit arrangement of the multiplier is shown in Fig. 4. For 
adjusting the coefficient of the term to zero, a low frequency signal is applied 
to RX\ and Rx-t of the dead-band elements and the inputs to the terminals of RYx
and R y  ^ are made zero. The X-balanea potentiometer is adjusted to make the 
fundamental component of the output zero. I f with this adjustment there is a 
second harmonic component of the X-signal at the output the variable resistance 
in series with RTx is adjusted to minimise the second harmonic component. With 
the variation of RTx there will appear some fundamental component at the output. 
This fundamental component is adjusted to zero for each adjustment o f RTx* 
By simultaneous adjustment of RTx and X-balance potentiometer the output from 
the system is brought below the minimum detection level. Now if the X-signal 
is varied between zero and full value, the output should remain below the mini* 
mum detection level. Any variation in the output with the variation of X-signal 
indicates the departure from linearity of the X  channel. The departure will be 
mainly due to the nonlinearity o f the triangular wave.
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The coefficient associated with P  term in expression (6) is similarly adjlisted
to zero by feeding an a.c*. signal at the Y inputs and sinudtanefmsly adjusting 
tlu^  }"-balance potentiometer and R\\. After ag has been adjusted to zero at 
a parti(?ular frequency, and output from the system witli the variation of F-signal 
frecpiency Avill indicate that the phase difference betwe e^n the two Y input signals 
is different from lHi)\ In the circuit designed, the variation with the adjustment 
in X  or Y could easily be kept below 2 millivolts.
For measuring the linearity charac^teristics of the multiplier a low freciaency 
signal is applied to the X  channel and a d.c. signal is applied into Y ( hannel. Tlio 
F-signal is adjusted to different values. For each adjustment of Y inputs, the 
output is balanced out by adjusting the X  balam e^ potentiometer. For fixed 
values of Y input the fraction of A-input required to balance the output is cons­
tant for all values of X  input for a y)orfectly linear .multiplier. The Table I below 
gives the reading of the A-balance potentiometer for different values of Y signal 
for the multipli(T designed on the basis of this principle. The linearity character­
istic is not given in the conventional four quadrant figure, '^ince it has found 
that with dj2 mv accuracy of the measuring instrument, there is negligible' amount 
deviation from its linearity characteristics. Hence the linearity characttrlstic 
is given by potentiometer readings, re<(uirod for balancing tiie product output.
Dynamic CharacteriHtics of the Mnlti'plier
If a d.c. signal is applied into one of the two inputs and a sim^  wave to the 
other input, the bandwidth (3db. point of the output sine wave?) of tlu' multiplier 
using 1 Kc/s triangular wave is found to be 30 c/s. Further studies are being 
made to increase tlie bandwidth of this typo of multipliers.
C O N C L U S I O N
The operation of the multiplier depends upon the square-law functions 
generated in the two halves of the dead-band element. The.se s(iuan‘-law function 
generators using the dead-band element with a triangidar wave require least 
number of components and their static and dynamic accuracies will be much 
superior to those of biased diode type of square-law function generatfjrs. • Ob- 
vhmsly the static and dynamic a(;curacic s^ of the jnultiplier an^  better. The 
linearity of the multiplier, j)arti(mlarly in the lower signal range is good. Tlie 
bandwidth of t^ ye multiplier can be increased by using very high frecpioncy tri­
angular wave and using improved filters.
The multiplier is very easy to construct. In a standard analogue computer 
laboratory, having a single master triangular wave generator, a series of such 
multipliers can be constructed with usual analogue computer elements.
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